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ON THE BOUNDARY VALUES OF

RIEMANN'S MAPPING FUNCTION

BY

R. J. V. JACKSON

Abstract. Classically, the calculus of variations is required to prove the existence

of a biholomorphism from the unit disk to a given simply-connected, smooth

domain in the complex plane. Here, the problem is reduced to the solution of an

ordinary differential equation along the boundary of the domain. The sole coeffi-

cient in this equation is identified with the bounded term in the asymptotic

expansion of the Bergman kernel function. It is shown that this coefficient can not

depend upon any differential expression involving only the curvature function of

the boundary.

0. Introduction. Suppose ß is a bounded, simply-connected, smooth domain in

the complex plane, equipped with an arc length parameterization <¡>is) for its

boundary T = ¿ß which encircles the interior in a counterclockwise direction. It

has been known for a long time that there exists a bijective holomorphic function

Fiz) from ß to the unit disk B; in fact, there is a family of such functions which

depends on three real parameters (they are the Riemann mapping functions; here,

they will be termed biholomorphisms). The existence of these mappings can be

proven in several ways; but all the methods are purely theoretical in that each

obtains the biholomorphism as the solution to some problem in the calculus of

variations. Except for very special domains, one is unable to actually write down

the required biholomorphism in general. This article seeks to make the construction

of Fiz) more explicit; the idea centers around the following fact: when the

boundary T is smooth, the biholomorphism induces a smooth function 0 = fis) of

the boundaries via the relation

Fi<bis)) = e«*>.

We shall reverse the procedure by constructing F(z) from its boundary function

fis), the main issue being to distinguish the latter from all other possible mappings

from T to Sx. This will be done by characterizing the boundary function fis) in

terms of solutions to an ordinary differential equation

Priy)=y" +\yis)-y = 0. (0.1)

The zero-order coefficient of this equation can be identified with a certain diagonal

term in the asymptotic expansion of the Bergman kernel Kaiz, «) for the domain

ß; setting z = <f>is) and a = <¡>ir) so that z' = <f>'(i) and w' = </>'(r), we have
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¿y« = Jim [-wK¿x, ü)z'X - is - r)'2]. (0.2)

Main Theorem. /: r —» S ' is the boundary value of some biholomorphism from ß

to B if and only if the following statements are valid in the arc length parameter on T:

(i)/ is orientation preserving, that is, fis) > 0.

(ii) It is given explicitly by fis) = 2 arctan(r(.y)//?(.s))

where r(s) and ß(s) are linearly independent solutions of the boundary value problem

y" +{:y(s)y = 0,       y(0) + y(L) = 0,       y'ÍO) + y'(L) = 0,

o« the interval from 0 to L = length of T.

The first condition is a simple consequence of our intention to map the interior

of ß onto the interior of the unit disk. The appearance of the function 2 arctan(x)

in the second condition is also relatively innocuous. It is the boundary function for

z = (i — to) • (/' + w)_1 which maps the upper half-plane U onto the unit disk.

Thus the ratio r(s)/ß(s) will actually provide a mapping from ß to U. The

advantage of this description is twofold. First, one can calculate fis) by known

iterative techniques; second, the boundary regularity of the biholomorphism is an

immediate result of standard theorems about ordinary differential equations.

Although arclength was employed in the theorem, it is not necessary to restrict

oneself to this parameter when calculating the boundary function. This has

practical value because it is extremely difficult to obtain this parameter in many

cases. For instance, in dealing with the ellipse x2/ a2 + y2/b2 < 1, the conversion

from the obvious parameterization x = a cos 9, y = b sin 9 to the arclength in-

volves the solution of an "elliptic" integral. This problem can be circumvented

because the special coefficient yr behaves in a very particular manner under

coordinate transformations; in any parameter t, it is represented by some function

y(t) which is related to the original expression yr(s) via the identity

y(t) = yr(h(t))-[h'(t)]2+Sh(t), (0.3)

where s = h(t) is the coordinate change on T, and Sh is its Schwarzian derivative

(which depends upon «' only, and thereby avoids the aforementioned problem on

the ellipse). Moreover the operator Fr is given in the new coordinates by the

formula y + ¿y(t) -y = 0. This aspect will be discussed in §1, but, in passing, we

mention another interpretation. The biholomorphisms of ß to itself form a real Lie

group of three dimensions, and it is possible to view this group as a principal

bundle over the boundary curve T. This embues T with a kind of geometric

structure, which bears a strong resemblence to the more well-known Riemannian

geometry. For example, the coefficient yr is akin to the set of Christoffel symbols,

and the differential operator Fr plays the role of a covariant derivative. The analog

persists into the realm of several complex variables, for these objects are implicit in

the pseudoconformal geometry of nondegenerate hypersurfaces; see reference [3].

The viewpoint of principal bundles would lead naturally to the existence and

uniqueness of the special coefficient yr, however, it does not provide any other

information about yr. In §1, this is remedied by an application of potential theory,
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as developed by Schiffer in [4] for example. The work will allow us to verify

equation (0.2), and establish the necessity of the two conditions in the main

theorem.

In proving that the conditions of the main theorem are also sufficient, the major

task is to show that the function /: r -» 5 ' extends to a holomorphic function on

the interior ß; the bijectivity is then a routine matter to check. Equivalently, it

suffices to show that the inverse map g: S ' -* T extends to a holomorphic function

on B. To this end, we shall view the operator Fr as acting on the set of smooth

functions y(s) over T. As such, it possesses an inverse operator given by

Qy\s = St ETis, r)yir) dr,

where ETis, r) may be termed the Green's function for Fr. Due to the properties of

yr, it is a remarkable fact that ETis, r) is related to the boundary values of

Bergman's kernel via the identity

}   x2 = -4*tf0(z, SJz'3', (0.4)
ETis, r)

where as previously, z = <pis) and w = (/>(r). This identity should be useful in other

contexts because it means that Kaiz, w) is completely determined by its diagonal

value yr(j) (for example, one might employ the fact that Green's function can be

expanded in a series whose terms involve the eigenfunctions for the operator Fr).

In the present context, this identity will be utilized by building upon the work of

Douglas [6] concerning Plateau's problem. He introduced the integral functional

__(*)- -L r2' p   !*<»> - »(»>!   d9 d* (0.5)
16it J0    J0     sin2((0 _ $)/2)

which operates on a suitably large class of reparameterizations h: Sx—>T. It

follows from his development that any minimum for this functional must extend to

a holomorphic function on B. In §3, we shall add to Douglas' work in two ways:

first by showing that the function h(9) = f~x(9) provides an explicit minimum for

this functional; the second, by presenting a direct proof that this minimum extends

to a holomorphic function.

Finally let us return to the issue of explicitly constructing the biholomorphism F:

ß -» B. The problem is now reduced to finding the special coefficient yr. The

appendix demonstrates that y cannot be a local invariant of the boundary curve

T = M2, that is, it cannot be found simply by knowing the curvature function KT(s)

or its derivatives. This is one way to express the nonexplicit nature of Riemann's

mapping function. The author hopes to devote a future article to the determination

of yr; for the present, here is an open question: given a bounded ß in C1 with a

smooth boundary, it is possible to devise a convergent iterative procedure which

generates the special coefficient yr from the curvature function KT1

1. Necessity. The Schwarzian derivative will be employed extensively in the

subsequent development. For the reader's convenience, we here summarize some of

its most useful properties. If fix) is a smooth function with nonvanishing first
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derivative, its Schwarzian derivative is defined to be

«fl    _/'"(*)      3 [/"(s)

7|*       /'(*)       2 [/'(„)

This special combination can be simplified by an algebraic substitution:

(1.1)

y = 1/Vfix)  satisfies the equation y " + \Sf-y = 0. (1.2)

In other words, the Schwarzian is nonlinear, but it can be handled by linear

techniques.

Fact 1.3. The Schwarzian Sfix) = a(x) if and only if fix) = rix)/ßix) where

ßix) and t(x) are uniquely prescribed solutions ofy" + \o • y =0.

It is a matter of elementary calculation to show that the ratio t/ ß has the

Schwarzian S(r/ß) = a. The converse is more revealing. By equation (1.2), we see

that f'(x) = ß(x)~2 where ß(x) is some (nonvanishing) solution of the equation

y" + j a ■ y = 0. By the standard theory of ordinary differential equations, we may

construct a second solution t(x) which is linearly independent of ß(x). In fact, their

Wronskian matrix

ßix)      r(x)

ß'ix)        AX)

can be normalized to have determinant 1 for all x. As proof, differentiate the

determinant formula, and use the condition y " + {-o -y = 0 to show that the result

is zero. Notice that for a given x0, this places one linear relation on the numbers

t(x0) and t'(x0). Moreover, the ratio p(x) = t(x)/ßix) now has derivative p'ix) =

[ßix)]~2 = fix). By choosing the value of t(x0) so that fix0) = p(x0), we com-

pletely determine the solution t(x), and simultaneously insure that fix) =

rix)/ßix).    Q.E.D.

Whenever the composition « = g ° f is defined, there is a "pseudogroup" rule

which relates the Schwarzians of all three functions,

Sh= Sg-if)2+ Sf, (1.4)

the term Sg being evaluated at y = fix), all the others at x. These facts will be

applied both when the function fix) is real- or complex-valued, and when it

depends smoothly on a real variable, or holomorphically upon a complex variable.

To motivate the role of the Schwarzian derivative, we consider the real line R as

the boundary of the upper half-plane U= {x + iy: y > 0}. It is well known that

the group of biholomorphisms from U to U is in 1 : 1 correspondence with the

matrix group SL(2). The identification is accomplished by

FM(Z) =-r    where the matrix M =
cz + b

a    b
c    d

has determinant equal to one. (1.5)

Given an arbitrary diffeomorphism fix) of R, how well can it be approximated by

the boundary values of these biholomorphisms? Because SL(2) depends on three
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real parameters, it is possible to obtain a third order approximation locally. With

more precision, let /: R —> R satisfy /'(.%) > 0; then there is a unique matrix M in

SL(2) such that

F¿x°fix) = ix-x0)+e\x-x0\3. (1.6)

The coefficients of the matrix M depend upon the second derivatives of fix) at the

point x0 in accordance with the formula

Mix0) = 1     /(*o)

0        1

V/'(*o)

0

0

1

#W

1 0

1 fix*)      ,

2 /'(*o)

(1.7)

The leading term of the error turns out to depend only upon the Schwarzian

derivative of fix) at the point x0,

e(\x - x0\3) =\Sf\Xo- ix - x0)3 + Six - x0)4. (1.8)

Moreover the Schwarzian a(x0) = Sf(x0) can be used to reconstruct the approxi-

mating matrix M(x0). Replacing x0 by the variable x, one can use properties (1.3)

and (1.4) to verify that

0dM

dx
= M

-_o(jc)     0 (1.9)

In other words, the Schwarzian 5/ measures how far the diffeomorphism fix)

deviates from being the boundary value of some biholomorphism of U. In particu-

lar, fix) is induced by such a biholomorphism if and only if its Schwarzian is

identically zero.

A similar type of description can be developed for any bounded domain ß whose

boundary T = M2 is a smooth curve. To find the correct relation, we shall employ

the known existence of a biholomorphism F: ß -» B. Working first on the interior

of ß, we define the holomorphic function

h(z) = SF\2. (1.10)

It is actually independent of the choice of the map F. To show this, suppose that F,

and F2 are any two biholomorphisms from ß to B. The composition T = F2° Fx~ '

is a biholomorphism of the unit disk, and as such, must be a linear fractional

transformation (with complex coefficients). Because F is the ratio of two linear

polynomials, property (1.3) implies that its Schwarzian ST = 0. Applying the

pseudogroup rule (1.4) to the composition F2 = F ° F,, it follows that SF2 = SFX,

which is what was claimed about h(z) above. To obtain an invariant along the

boundary, we restrict the function h(z) to T and use the pseudogroup rule to

preserve its invariance properties; that is, we define

yT(s) m S(F o <f>) = h(z) ■ [^(s)}2 + S+(s). (1.11)

As it stands, yr is nominally a complex-valued function, however, it is really more

special than that.
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Fact 1.12. The special coefficient yr is a real-valued function.

Using the boundary regularity of F: ß -* B we may define a smooth function /:

R -» R via F(<i>(j)) = eiJ(s). Notice that/(s) is periodic in the sense that/(s + nL) =

fis) + 2im for all integers «. Using the pseudogroup property, we may express yr in

terms of the real-valued function fis),

y = S(Fo4>) = S(e<f) = Sie">)if)2 + Sfi

But a direct calculation shows that Sie'9) =\, so that the reality of y is an

immediate consequence of the formula

y = i(/')2 + Sf.        Q.E.D.

The above fix) is clearly the boundary value of the biholomorphism F(z) as

discussed in the main theorem. Next, we investigate its relation to the equation

y" + hr-y-Q-
Fact 1.13. fix) = 2 arctan r(x)/yS(x) where ß and t satisfy the boundary value

problem on the interval [0, L] mentioned in the main theorem.

We begin by examining the role of the arctan function, or rather, its inverse

y = tan 9/2. Since the latter is a ratio of solutions to the equation y" + \y = 0,

statement (1.3) implies that the Schwarzian 5(tan 0/2) = \. Using the pseudogroup

rule (1.4), the composition y = tan(j/(x)) satisfies

S(y) = S(tan \9) ■ [f(x)f + Sf = \(f)2 + Sf = yr.

Another application of (1.3) shows that the function y : R -» R can be written as the

ratio of two solutions ßix) and t(x) to the equation y" + ^yr-y = 0. Therefore,

we have one of the conditions of the main theorem, namely,

tan[./W]=^. (1.14)

Turning to the boundary conditions, recall that the only variable changes which

preserve the arclength parameter are the translations x -> x + a. We may select

such a transformation so that the boundary function satisfies /(0) = -it. Because

fix) is a "periodic" diffeomorphism, fiL) = +m. The previous formula now

implies that

lim   ßix) = 0   and      lim    ßix) = 0, (1.15)
;c->0+ je-»L-

moreover, ßix) can never vanish on the interior of [0, L]. The derivative of the

boundary function is/(x) = [ßix)2 + t(x)2]-1, and because this is a true periodic

function, we deduce that t(0)2 = t(L)2 ¥= 0. In order for the ratio t(x)/)3(x) to

cover the entire line, the two values t(0) and t(L) must have opposite signs, hence

lim   ri» = (-1)  hm   t(jc). (1.16)
x->0+ x->L-

The second derivative fix) = - 2 (/?/?' + -n')iß2 + t2)"2 can be used in con-

junction with the two previous limit statements to show that

lim   r'ix) = (-1)   lim    t'(x). (1.17)
x->0+ *->/.-
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As the determinant of the Wronskian matrix for ß and t can be chosen to have the

constant value one, it now follows that

lim   ß\x) = (-1)   lim   ß\x). (1.18)
x-»0+ x->L-

Taken together, equations (1.15) to (1.18) are the technical description of the

boundary conditions in the main theorem.    Q.E.D.

The previous development has been essentially formal in order to expose the role

of the special coefficient yr. Next, we employ potential theory in order to identify

yr with a quantity that exists independently of Riemann's mapping function. It is

known that Dirichlet's problem for the Laplacian over ß has a unique solution; see

either [4] or [5]. Consequently, we may assume the existence of the following kernel

function.

Definition 1.19. The "bound" Green's function Giz, w) for the domain ß

satisfies the conditions that

(i) Giz, w) is harmonic in the variable z G ß — {w},

(ii) Giz, w) + ln\z — w\ is harmonic for all zEil,

(iii) Giz, w) = 0 for w G ß and z G ¿>ß.

Giz, w) is symmetric in the variables (z, w) G ß X ß — A, and it is invariant

under holomorphic changes of coordinates. In terms of the bound Green's func-

tion, the Bergman kernel is given by

2   d2G

"a dzdw

It will also be convenient to consider the classical L-kernel,

«*.">-41^*1* (1.21)
This function is holomorphic for (z, w) G ß X ß — A, with a double pole along the

diagonal, in other words,

La(z, w) = i l        - /„(z, w), (1.22)
w   (z - w)2

where /a(z, w) is holomorphic on the open set ß X ß in C2.

Proposition 1.23. If the simply-connected domain ß has a smooth boundary T,

then /a(z, w) is smooth on T X T.

Proof. The argument depends upon the existence of Riemann's mapping func-

tion F: ß -* B, which may be used to calculate lQ in terms of the known data over

the unit disk B. In fact,

Kaiz,w)=-^i-^iz,w). (1.20)

GBiz, w) = In
1 — zw

z — w
LB(z, w) =-    and   lB(z, w) = 0.

""   (z — w)

(1.24)
From the invariance property of the bound Green's function, it follows that the

L-kernel transforms according to the rule

LB(F(z), F(w)) ■ F'iz) ■ F'(vv) = Laiz, w).
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As an immediate consequence, la = — il/ir)UF where

[F(z) - F(w)f      (z - »)2

By means of elementary calculus, the diagonal values of this function are seen to

be

hm  UFiz, w) =\SFiz). (1.26)

This fact makes the potential-theoretic approach useful for the present subject.

Because the boundary T = ¿>ß is smooth, a theorem of Carathéodory's implies that

Fiz) is smooth up to and including, the boundary. Moreover, the derivative F\z)

can not vanish on T, for otherwise the image boundary would not be smooth, in

contradiction to the fact that T maps onto Sx. As the Schwarzian derivative

involves F\z) in its denominator, the diagonal values of la = — il/<n)UF are

bounded. Consequently, /n(z, w) is a smooth function of both variables (z, w) G T

X T.    Q.E.D.

Recall that the boundary is parameterized by a smooth function f. R -» T whose

basic period L = length T. To simplify subsequent formulae, the boundary values

of the Bergman kernel will be denoted by

Kjis, r) = Ka[<j>is), *(r) ]*'(*) VW • (1-27)

This function is known to be smooth on T X T — A, with a pole of order two along

the diagonal [7].

Theorem 1.28. The special section yr can be obtained by the limit statement

iyr(i) = lim[ -irKris, r) - is - r)'2}.

Proof. Since the bound Green's function vanishes along the boundary and it is

symmetric in both variables,

— (z, w) = 0   for z G ß, »v G eß.
dz

Setting w = <í>(r), and differentiating the composite function,

12/_ a 2,32G  ,       ,„.,:„        d2G
(z, *0)W) + T-^:(*. ¥(r))WW = 0.

dz 3w 8z 3w

As long as s ¥= r, this may be evaluated at z = (¡>(s) to obtain

LalÜs), <¡>ir)] ■ <b'is) ■ <f>'(r) + Kris, r) = 0. (1.29)

Now Ln is symmetric, and Ka is Hermitian symmetric, therefore, both terms in the

last equation must be real-valued. By subtracting (1/7t)(j - r)~2 from both sides,

one finds that

U¿s, r) + UFi<t>is), *(#■)) • fis) ■ fir) = - irKTis, r) - 1/ (5 - r)2.       (1.30)

In view of Proposition  1.23, the diagonal limit of the left-hand side may be
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evaluated directly:

lim[^+ UF-fis)-fir)] =l{[S<t>]s+[SF]^s)-[fis)]2}.      (1.31)

However, this is precisely the special coefficient yr as was defined by means of

equations (1.10) and (1.11).    Q.E.D.

2. Sufficiency. Since the boundary curve T is oriented, one may define two real

line bundles, the square root of the tangent bundle T(T)X/2, whose sections

transform according to the rule

Xa(xa) = Wxa))-[h'ixa)]-l/2, (2.1)

and the three-halves power of the cotangent bundle F*(r)3/2, which is determined

by its transformation rule

H>_K) = w/8(«(xJ)-[«'(xa)]3/2. (2.2)

In both cases, the fractional powers are well-defined because the coordinate change

Xß = hixa) is orientation preserving. Consider an ordinary differential operator F

from the first bundle to the second bundle. Given sections X and Y of F(r)1/2, the

tensor product X ® PiY) is a differential form, and can be integrated over the

curve T. The operator F is said to be formally selfadjoint whenever

f PiX) ® Y = ( X <8> Pi Y)    for all X and Y in C°°(Fr,/2). (2.3)
•'r Jr

If the operator is second-order, its top symbol aP must be a function; hence, the

condition oP ==■ 1 is an invariant notion. This together with selfadjointness implies

that F has no first order term, that is, in every local coordinate

P[X- id/dx)x/2] =[X" +\c-X]-idxf/2. (2.4)

The zero-order coefficient is then found to transform according to the rule

c*ixa) = cßihixa)) -[h'ixj]2 + SfixJ. (2.5)

By its very definition, the special coefficient yr(i) transforms according to this rule,

thus, it defines a unique operator of the above type. In summary, we have

Proposition 2.6. Associated to the special coefficient yris), there is a unique

ordinary differential operator

pT: c°°(r, F1/2) -* c°°(r, F*3/2)

which is second order, formally selfadjoint, and whose top symbol is the constant

function one.

This operator is quite special for it possesses an integral inverse whose kernel

function can be explicitly identified.

Theorem 2.7. Green's function ETis, r) for PT is related to the boundary values of

Bergman's kernel via

Eris, r) = l/yj- 4irKris, r) . (2.8)
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Proof. The term "Green's function" refers to that distribution over r X T which

enjoys the property

¡L E(s,r)-Pf(r)dr=f(s). (2.9)

The following conditions will insure that Eis, r) is the correct Green's function; as

proof, one need only integrate by parts.

(i) E is symmetric and smooth off the diagonal A in T X T;

(ii) as the diagonal is approached,

3F 1
lim Eis, r) = 0, lim    — (s, r) = ± - ;
r^>s r_»i±      ÖS 2

(iii) and along any cross section with constant r,

^is,r) + \yis)-Eis,r) = 0,        s * r.
as ¿

It has already been mentioned that Kris, r) satisfies the first condition, see the

proof of Proposition 1.23. As KT is strictly negative, the same is true for

( — 4TrKr)~x/2. The second condition follows from the statement of Theorem 1.28

and a simple observation about asymptotic behavior:

Fact 2.10. Suppose that the function mix) is defined and nonnegative for x >y;

then, mix) = (x - y)/2 + 0(x - y)3 if and only if I/mix)2 = 4/(x - y)2 +

6(1).

To verify the last condition, begin by differentiating the function kis) =

[-47rA:r]-1/2for5 * r, i.e.

d2k _      k

ds2~      2
-2V^-|Í   —_z      • fis)2 + S<¡> (2.11)

VÍ2

It is well known [2] that the Riemann map F: ß —> B for which Fiw) = 0, has its

first derivative given by

j,,, v         KQjz, *0 ,       .
Fiz) = a—-—. (2.12)

Kaiw, w)

When calculating the Schwarzian, the constant a and the term Kaiw, w) disappear,

for by statement (1.2),

SF=-2^/Kajz,w) ill l     -). (2.13)
^  \^KQiz,w)  I

Shortly, it will be proven that this expression is also independent of the remaining

appearance of w. In view of formula (1.11), this means that [ — 4trKr]~x/2 satisfies

the final condition (iii).   Q.E.D.

Fact 2.14. The right-hand side of expression (2.13) is independent of the

parameter w G ß.

Proof. The simply-connected domain ß equipped with the metric KQ(w, w)\dw\2

has constant negative curvature — 47r; see [2, Chapter HI]. There is a standard

identity for curvature in terms of the metric tensor
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-2 32
— 477 = —;- -— \In Kiw, w)].

K(w, w)   dw aw L J

With the abbreviation Kr¡ = 9 2Ka/(dzr dws), it is useful to consider the following

function on ß X ß,

.,,     _,      K(z, w)Kxx(z, w) - Kx-0(z, w)K0X(z, w)
M(z, w) =-.

K(z, w)3

By the curvature remark, M(z, w) is constant along the diagonal. But repeated use

of the chain rule shows that Q(z) = M(z, w) — M(w, w) vanishes to infinite order

at z = w. The identity theorem implies that Q(z) = 0, which means M(z, w) is

constant on the entire set ß X ß. Finally, one applies the identity

_3_
dw 9z \VkZ

dM

Comment 2.15. It is possible to show that

1
= -4mSai<bis), </>(r) ) -^'(s) f(r)   ,

ETis, r)

where SQiz, w) is the Szegö kernel for ß [8]. The main difficulty is that each of the

factors Saifs), <i>(r)) and yfis)fir) is complex valued and discontinuous along

s = r. However, they are smooth when s =£ r, so that a rehearsal of the previous

proof in the presence of the identity 4-ïïSq = Ka will establish that the indicated

product is real valued, and equal to Efx. The latter identity can be interpreted as

an equality between functions over ß X ß. It can be proven by noting that it is true

for the unit disk, and then invoking the Riemann mapping theorem because both

sides transform in the same manner. To avoid Riemann's theorem, one could resort

to the potential theory in Chapters V and VII of reference [2].

Comment 2.16. The previous theorem yields a factorization of the orthogonal

projection v of L2(ß) onto the closed subspace iX?(ß) of square-integrable holo-

morphic functions over ß. This projection is given by integration against the

Bergman kernel

^\z=JSüKaiz,w)*iw)*^.

The factorization involves two operators. One of them employs a well-known

version of the Cauchy kernel,

1    r       hiw)™  I l C n(W) -L
Th\z = ■=-. I     -y-J—: dw.

¿™ ha (w - z)2

This can be viewed as an unbounded operator F: L\bU) -» L2(ß), so that its

adjoint T* maps L2(ß) into F2(eß). The other operator is based upon Green's

function Eis, r) which was introduced in Theorem 2.7,

1   rs+L
th\x = - - fS+    [In Eis, r)] ■ «(r) dr.
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In particular, it is a pseudodifferential operator of order -1 which maps L2(Z>ß)

into L2ibü). Using these operators, it is possible to establish the factorization

■ïï = T ° £ » F* (we omit the proof as this expression will not be employed in the

sequel).

We now turn to the central issue of the main theorem. Given a map /: r —* S '

which satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of that theorem, the Schwarzian formalism

implies that

y=I.(/')2+S/. (2.17)

By the pseudogroup rule, the functional inverse g: Sx —* T must satisfy the relation

_=v(g')2+ Sg. (2.18)

At this point, we utilize the special geometric nature of the operators Ps¡ and Fr.

The transformation rule (2.18) means that under the coordinate change s = g(ö),

the operator Fr is converted into the operator Ps>. Correspondingly, the integral

inverse for Fr goes into the integral inverse for Ps,. On the basis of conditions (i)

through (iii) of Theorem 2.7, we find that

Frigid, git)) ■ [ g'(0)g'if)]-l/2 = £_.(*, f).

The major identity of Theorem 2.7 now implies that the boundary values of the

respective Bergman kernels will be related via

KAgiO), gif)) ■ g\9) ■ g'if) = KSM, <*>)• (2.19)

This will be employed in the proof of the next statement.

Theorem 2.20. The "periodic" diffeomorphism g: [0, 2m] —» [0, L] can be extended

to a biholomorphism G: B -♦ ß such that

Gie'e) = f[gi9)].

Proof. Let %2(5') denote the closed subspace of L\SX) generated by the

functions {e,nB: n = 0,1,2, .. .}; it is well known that the elements of this

subspace can be extended to holomorphic functions on B. Further let Q: L\SX) —*

%2(S') be the orthogonal projection, and let Q± he the projection onto the

orthogonal complement %2(S1)± which is generated by the antiholomorphic

functions [e~mB: « = 1, 2, . . . }. In this language, we must show that gie'e) =

f\.g(9)] satisfies Q±g = 0. Notice that the operator D = -/'(3/9f?) is symmetric and

unbounded on L2(SX); moreover, it is strict negative definite on %2(5')-just check

its action on the basis {e~,n9}. Consequently,

o> {DQH, QH),

and it suffices to prove that this number is actually zero. With this objective in

mind, we rewrite the above expression.

Lemma 2.21.

<DQxg, ßH) = area Q +U [        \g(z) - giw)\2KBiz, w)dz/\dw.
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This depends upon our explicit knowledge of the projection Q. Given any

/ G L2iS '), Cauchy's integral formula yields a holomorphic function on the

interior,

J_ f  fiw)dw _ J^ fin fje'*) d<t>

1 - ze

1    r fiw)dw       ,    ,,

2m •/_-    w — z        2-n Jn "t>

But when do the boundary values of F agree with the values of the original

function fie1*)"! On the one hand, the evaluation of Fiz) at z = e'e yields a singular

integral equation

Fie") = \
_J0 2-n      2-n e-*o Je<\^<v \     2     J      \

We shall denote the operator in square brackets by Z = M + iC. An examination

of its behavior on the trigonometric basis {eM: k G Z) reveals that Z is selfadjoint

and satisfies Z2 = I (see reference [12] where the operator C is studied in detail).

On the other hand, there is a classical formula of Plemelj, see reference [10], which

uses the boundary behavior of single- and double-layer potentials to deduce that

fon   Fire'9) -[!(/ + Z)f]f. (2.22)

This means that Q = _(/ + Z) because both operators are selfadjoint, and both are

the identity on the subspace %2(S'). Similarly one has _>x =\i1 ~ Z), and the

quadratic form which interests us is given by

<DQ xg, Q H) = \ {<Dg, g> - <DZg, g)-(Dg,Zg) + (DZg, Zg)}.    (2.23)

Now Z commutes with D because it is a convolution operator. Further, since Z is

selfadjoint and Z2 = I, the previous expression reduces to

(DQ ±g, Q xg> = \(Dg, g> - \(DZg, g>. (2.24)

Since g encircles the interior of ß in the positive sense as 9 varies from 0 to 2-n,

Stokes's theorem can be applied to evaluate the first term,

\(Dg,g}=\(   (x dy - y dx) = area ß. (2.25)

Recall that Z = M + iC where M transforms any function into its mean value.

Because Mg is a constant function, DMg = 0, and so the second term reduces to

-\{DZg,g) = -{(DCg,g) = -\[icg,g).

Decomposing g = g, + ig2, and noting that C is a real, skew-symmetric operator

that commutes with differentiation,

íc^s) = (icgx,gx) + {^cg2,g2).

Both of the latter terms can be handled in the same manner; we shall only

employ the fact that gx and g2 are smooth (because g was constructed from

solutions of an ordinary differential equation). In other words, it suffices to

consider the symmetric form (J(d/ds)Ch, «> where « is a real-valued, periodic, and
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differentiable function on [0, 2tr]. The periodicity means that we can integrate by

parts without introducing boundary terms

(_■«.*)-(-.»(ci. £

The operator C is given by convolution against the function ctn(f?/2). As this has

mean value zero, the principal value expression for Ch may be replaced by a

Riemann integral

Ch\x = ¿jf2* [«(y) - «(x)]ctn(^=^) dy.

This allows one to interchange the order of integration in (-1)<C«, dh/ds}, and

study the expression

Jiy) = T2" h'[ -h'ix)][hiy) - «(x)]ctn((x - y)/2) dx.
Jy

Using Hix) = «(y) — «(x) as an indefinite integral for — «'(x), a further integra-

tion by parts gives

2/(y) = Hix)ctn(^f+y +\f^ Hix)2 csc2(^) dx.

However the boundary term vanishes, so this calculus argument yields

ds I       Stt J0     J0      sin2((^ _ y)/2)

Returning to the second term of expression (2.24) for our original quadratic form,

we have obtained

1 /            v             I     fin  rt« \gie'e) - gV*)|2
- ^(DZg, g> = - —- /      /      -^-^-_______ dg ¿^ (2 26)

2X      5 5/ 16irJ0    J0      sin2H9-f)/2) V       '

(This is what Douglas employed in [6].) To give it a more invariant expression, we

notice that the Bergman kernel for the unit disk is KBiz, w) = ( 1 / 7r)( 1 - zw)~2,

and restricting it to the boundary Ksix,y) = - (l/4w)csc2((x - y)/2). Finally by

converting to the notation of differential forms,

- \{DZg, g) = }//        |*(*) - ¿i*)\2KBiz, «) dz A dZ>.       (2.27)

This completes the proof of Lemma 2.21, so we may now resume the proof of

Theorem 2.20.

The final argument hinges upon our ability to change variables in the second

term of the new expression for (DQ^-g, Qxg}. Notice that in equation (2.27) we

have giz) = <b ° g(f?) when z = e'e, and g(w) = <f> ° gif) where w = e'*. By con-

struction, g was the functional inverse of/: T —» Sx, so we may convert (2.27) into

an integral over I" X T by means of the substitution 0 = fis) and <f> = fir).

However, by the remark preceding Theorem 2.20, the boundary values A_(z, u>)dg

A dü> are transformed precisely into the boundary values KQiS, £)i/f A d£. Conse-

quently, the quadratic form becomes
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(DQ xg, Q xg> = area ß + ¿ f (     \t - tfKa(S, I) d\ A d\,       (2.28)
^ •> •'rxr

and we can now show directly that the above expression is zero. The Bergman

kernel Ka(S, £) may be written as an infinite series 2" fiS)fi£) where {<b„(Ç)} is

any orthonormal basis for 0(?(ß), the space of square-integrable holomorphic

functions on ß. Select such a basis whose first member is the constant function

fiS) = (area ß)~1/2. Because the factor |. — £|2 compensates for the pole of the

Bergman kernel along the diagonal of T X T, the integral in (2.28) can be expressed

as an infinite sum,

__    / /      |_-É|2*„ttK(.) dSAdi.
„=i ■> -'rxr

(2.29)

We examine each term separately. By expanding the factor \S — £|2, we obtain four

new integrals, which can be rewritten by means of Fubini's theorem,

f f     SSfiS)fi£) <$ A d\ = f |f |2 • fiS) __ •   f *„(€) ¿É
y yrxr yr ^r

-iff  ü-fintM dtAdi = i-i) f sms)* ,

i-l)2 f f    ïïfiS)ftf) dSAdï= f fiS) dS ■ f\î\2fiî) dl   (2.30c)

(2.30a)

(2.30b)

1 • f f     S~S • fiS) fit) dSAdl = (-1)1 f S'fiS) dS (2.30d)

The functions fiz) and zfiz) are holomorphic inside T, hence, Cauchy's theorem

implies that the first three terms vanish. The final term can be handled by Stake's

theorem,

JrS'fiS)dS=ffafiS)dS'dS.

When « > 2, this is zero because fiS) is orthogonal to the constant function <bxiS).

When « = 1, it becomes 2i Varea ß. All together, these calculations give

,2

if    \S- è\2KQiS, I) dS A dl = (-1) f S'fiS)dS = -4 area ß. (2.31)

Thus we have proven that the quadratic form (DQ±g, Q^g") = 0. By our earlier

remarks, this means that giz) = <Mg(#)] possesses a holomorphic extension G to

the interior of the unit disk B. It is allowable to apply the residue theorem to G(z)

over the unit circle; because its boundary value g encircles the domain ß in the

positive sense, we conclude that G(z) maps B bijectively onto ß.    Q.E.D.

Appendix. In view of the role played by the special section yr, it is reasonable to

ask about its relation to the curvature function KTis) of the boundary. One might

conjecture that yr depends in a differential manner upon Kr, more precisely, that

there is some integer « and some function fis, x0, . . ., x.) such that
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yTis) = /(., f(i), -^-(i), . . . , -rrW). (A.1)

Were this true, a small change in the curvature function near one point would not

effect the value of yr near other points on the curve. To pursue this idea, select a

curve Te which is a small perturbation of the unit circle; for p(0) £ C^ÇR) with

support in some small interval ( — 5, 8), define this curve by

^(0) =[1 + epi9)]e'e,    -77 < 9 < -n. (A.2)

Notice that Te will coincide with Sx for 8 < \9\ < ».

Claim. The special section of the above curve satisfies

•«•>      1 6  f pit) dt . .
2        ,rJ_. |^(.)-^(,)|4

whenever 5 <\9\ < w.

Remark. Recall that the special section for the unit circle is ys\ = |. By choosing

£ so small that the integral term dominates the error term, it is seen that yr ¥= ys>

for all points on the common arc re n Sx. This is contrary to what one would

expect were yr to depend differentially upon Kr, hence the conjectured equation

(A.l) cannot be true.

Proof. Let ßc be the domain interior to Te, and let Ge be the associated bound

Green's function. In particular, G0 = ln(|l — zw\/\z — w\) is the function for the

unit disk. Several texts, for example, [2] or [9], discuss Hadamard's variational

formula. It can be applied to describe the change of GE in terms of G0. Because

Bergman's kernel Ke is a second derivative of Gt, Hadamard's procedure implies

that

Keiz, w) = K0iz, w) + eC KQiz, e~") ■ K0ie", w)p(t) dt + o(e).     (A.3)
J -IT

This may be evaluated at distinct points z = i|/(0) and w = 4{9) on the common

arc rE n Sx. By Theorem 1.28, the passage to the limit <f> -» 9 produces

Yr(0) = 7_,(0) - 6™ T \K^i0), ^(0)|2p(0 dt + o(£). (A.4)

From the explicit description of Bergman's kernel on the unit disk, the proof is

completed by verifying that \K0iz, w)\2 = it~2\z — w\~4 for z ¥=w on Sx.    Q.E.D.
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